
Colourful Easter garland
Instructions No. 480
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 15 Minutes

Happy garlands with colourful flowers and eggs are a great Easter decoration . Simply line up Satin ribbon the individual elements and
decorate your home with them.

And here's how it works

Punch out flowers from the different papers and cut them out using the template Easter eggs . Stick two
pairs of the motifs against each other on the Satin ribbon 

For the fan-shaped flowers, fold an approx. 30 cm long and as wide a strip as you like into an accordion
and glue the ends together. The result is a little hat, the middle of which you then press down to form a
flat circle. Press it together from the outside to the inside and fix it in the middle with a drop of hot glue
until there is no gap left and the circle remains flat. Alternatively, you can also use circles cut out with
pinking scissors 

Now put the different elements together and decorate everything with gemstones and liners. Use one
button for the centre of each flower. Tie a loop in the end of the satin ribbon and hang your colourful
spring garland on it.

Extra handicraft tip 
The Paper-flowers and the Easter eggs also look very beautiful when they are hung separately in the
Easter bouquet.

Article number Article name Qty
706667-14 Coloured paperYellow 1
706667-17 Coloured paperOrange 1
706667-30 Coloured paperLight blue 1
706667-51 Coloured paperLight green 1
303880-92 Marabu Glitter PenGlitter-Petroleum 1
754309-76 VBS Metallic Effect Liner, 28 mlLight blue 1
642439 VBS Gemstone glue 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
118538 UHU Stic glue stick, 40 g 1
120371-10 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 10/10 mm 1
130134 VBS Universal ruler 1
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